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Prelude in Something Major

Eighteen thousand miles. People have cycled much farther than that, but no one has eve
truly raced that far.
I would probably never have questioned my desire to cycle around the world if it hadn
been the rst question people always asked. It is comforting to think we are in control of ou
desires. In truth, our choices are the products of in uences far too numerous and complicate
to grasp fully. “Why would you do this?” There is no good simple answer, and I don’t thin
there needs to be. “Because it is there to be done”—though that doesn’t come close to th
complex truth.
My motivation for writing this book was to record the adventures of my rst majo
expedition, before time and repetition changed my memories. I have written it as much fo
my family and friends, and to share the experience publicly, as I have for myself. Fo
everyone involved in the world cycle it was an intense couple of years, and this book is th
final chapter, before looking forward to the next adventures.
The four-part BBC1 documentary The Man Who Cycled the World was beautifully made an
well received, has been seen by millions of people around the world, and was shortlisted fo
a Scottish BAFTA. However, at two hours, a lm could not start to paint a full picture of m
six-and-a-half-month race around the world.
A friend recently commented, “I knew what you had done from following your websit
but it was not until I saw the documentary that I understood everything you went throug
and how hard it was.” It is always lovely when people associate with my expeditions lik
that, but I did not have the heart to tell him that it was in no way a true and full re ection o
what cycling 100 miles (160km) a day for 195 days was like. This book will also fall shor
Because I was alone for the majority of the time, the full value of this journey lies in th
frame of mind I was in when experiencing each part of my trip—something that is impossib
to re-create. However, such comments were fuel to me to write the fullest account possible.
The most important thing, I feel, is that this story is honest. I have insisted on writing
myself despite having never written more than a few thousand-word essays at universit
before. So it was an intimidating task.
And the rst important truth to set down is this: I have never been a fanatical cyclis
Furthermore, I am a lousy mechanic. When I decided to cycle around the world I had neve
ridden a race and hardly knew the di erence between degreaser (which takes gunk o you
gears) and a derailleur (the bit that changes your gears).
I didn’t always want to cycle around the world, it just kind of happened.

Leg 1: Paris to Istanbul
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After only 10km, I was exhausted. My legs were fresh but my head dropped and my eyelid
started slow-blinking. The surge of adrenaline at the start had passed, and I felt shattered
The last few weeks had been a series of ridiculous and unsustainable routines that had left m
completely void of energy at the outset of my 18,000-mile cycle.
By the time our small convoy—Mum, my elder sister Heather, and a friend in a car, plu
the motorbike escort to help me navigate the labyrinth that is central Paris—neared Charle
de Gaulle airport, I could hardly stay on the bike. This did not feel like normal tiredness but
deep, sleep-deprived exhaustion, the sort that leaves you feeling hollow.
Waving good-bye to the escort at Bourget, a bit farther on, I cycled as far as the next café.
had to stop. I had an espresso and Coke, hoping the life would return to me. But all I wante
to do was sleep. I felt silly as the waiter expressed how impressed he was with what I wa
doing. It did not feel very impressive. I was pale and felt completely washed out. This wa
the opportunity of my life and here I was waiting for ca eine and sugar to help me back ont
the bike before I had even left Paris.

The start had been a slightly confused a air. For Mum and others it was emotional, but I fe
somewhat removed. For so many months all I had wanted was to be on the road. Now
nally at that point, there was no part of me that was sad, or thinking about missing anyon
no part that was concerned about what lay ahead.
The last day before leaving was hot and clear but spent entirely in room 409 of th
Radisson Boulogne, Paris. Only in the evening did Mum, Heather, and I take time out for
send-o meal at Au Vaillant Chez Chemin, a charming wee restaurant near the Porte de Sain
Cloud. It was Dad who said a few words and raised a toast. I have not always had the fu
support of Dad or seen eye to eye with him, but despite our di erences I was grateful for h
acknowledgment of the task that lay ahead.
We had laid things out, packed, unpacked, repacked, and sorted all day. When laid out o
the bed the kit had seemed like a lot. Amazingly, after juggling items between the four mai
pannier bags to nd a balance, it tted well. It would have been easy to stay up all nigh
fa ng and ddling, but by one in the morning I could do no more. The bike was ready an
packed and we were not being particularly productive with the remaining admin jobs. Ther
was too much to do to feel terribly excited.
An integral part of “living your dreams,” which I was fast learning, is that the reality
almost always di erent from what you imagine it will be. In my mind’s eye, the day befor
leaving was a media scrum of international interest, but there were no press calls at all. Th
media highlight and only pre-departure commitment was a chat on John Beattie’s Spor
Weekly on Radio Scotland, where I had been a studio guest a few months earlier. A number o
local papers had covered the story for the last six months, but I felt disappointed. Fam
wasn’t part of the dream, but I had hoped to share this adventure widely, and to pay back m
sponsors for their support.
That afternoon I let my frayed cool show when Heather returned with a late lunch an

gave me a ham quiche by mistake. I am normally a vegetarian and this was a meaningle
mistake, but it happened to be the tiny event that broke the tension I was bottling. Month
later it was amusing to remember this silly overreaction. If I’d only known what I would soo
be eating the ham quiche would barely have registered.
Heather spent much of the afternoon nishing a present for me, a lovingly written “advic
book” nished with a cover drawing of a stick man cycling around the world. A perfe
pocket size, its introduction read, “Here’s your little book of useful worldwide info … enjoy
It detailed information and essential phrases for each country, listed all my contact detai
and emergency information, had an itemized rst-aid list, and featured other usefu
instructions.
My main regret with those last few days was the lack of time for a proper handover wit
Mum. I was passing over the reins of a year’s planning so she could coordinate “Base Camp
from now on. A few months earlier Mum had never even sent an email, so it was not just th
“what to do” but “how to do it” that was a very real concern. But we’d run out of time, and
just had to hope that what little we had done was enough, and that what she didn’t know sh
would be able to learn.
At seven a.m. on the morning of Sunday, August 5, 2007, I closed the panniers after th
nal repack, checked out of the Radisson Boulogne, and pedaled o , fully laden on my new
bike for the rst time. The early-morning sun sparkled on the Seine as I cycled slowly from
Porte de Saint Cloud on Paris’s ring road to the start. The bike felt balanced and strong bu
heavier than I had hoped. I smiled all the way, in no rush, thinking absently about what la
ahead. It was one of the rst “moments” of free thought I had grabbed for many week
Being a Sunday, the streets were about as quiet as they get in central Paris, and I enjoye
watching the lazy weekend café culture and passing mopeds.
This is the day, I thought, with a new buzz of excitement.
I turned left onto the Champs-Elysées and could see all the way down the deserted avenu
to the Place de la Concorde and up to the Arc de Triomphe. This was de nitely the time an
place to start from. The busiest roundabout in Europe has a calm magni cence in the early
morning light of a summer’s weekend.
I am not sure what my expectations of the start were, but again, the reality was de nitel
something else. When I reached the Arc a few friends and sponsors were waiting for me, an
more soon arrived, but by anyone’s standards this was a very low-key send-o . I couldn
a ord to pay for a Guinness World Records representative to y out, so I had to make sur
we got suitable veri cation from the start. A friend ran o to buy the morning newspaper t
include in a photo and aptly came back with Le Monde. With a degree of ceremony, Heathe
then started the “witness book,” which I was to carry throughout. Despite her best e ort
the two gendarmes standing guard refused to sign, but to their credit they did not interven
as we ran about filming, getting photos, and setting up the start.
By eight a.m., the advertised start time, about a dozen family, friends, and sponsors wer
gathered, looking slightly unsure of what to say or do on such an occasion. My public targe
was to cycle around the world in under 210 days; my personal target was actually 195. It wa
an ambitious claim with the current world record standing at 276 days, and given the fa
that I’d never cycled for more than a month before. Each person standing there had bough
into my dream, however naively. Maybe at that point, having come all the way to Paris, th

nal outcome was not important to any of them: each person shared in my ambition, and fo
that moment, this was all that mattered. Whatever was going through their heads, I was trul
grateful for their support, and it spurred me on.
David Peat, my BBC director and cameraman, helped bring some humor to the occasion b
lying in the middle of the road while my family fended o the tra c for the o cial star
photos. As a man of my parents’ generation I was always amazed to see DP’s alter ego appea
every time he put a camera on his shoulder, which prompted him to run around with th
speed and energy of someone half his age. No shot wasn’t worth it for DP, and he jumpe
around to give the impression that many cameras were on the scene. I had only met him fo
the rst time four months earlier, but he was already far more than just “the BBC guy.” H
was part of the team, a friend to all the family, the only familiar face I would see once out o
Europe.
At 8:30 I waved to DP’s BBC camera, my friends and family, and pedaled the rst rotation
away from the Arc de Triomphe, around the world.
I had always envisioned starting and nishing at the top of the Champs-Elysées, only to ge
there and realize that the road to Belgium—the rst part of my journey across Europe—
actually goes in the other direction. In the midst of that last hour of confusion, durin
snatches of conversations I wheeled over the planned start line on time, simply to sto
immediately and spend the next half an hour making sure I was actually ready. During th
time it was decided to restart at the pedestrian crossing on the Avenue de Wagram, whic
runs perpendicular to the Champs-Elysées about 30 meters around the roundabout, and poin
in the correct direction.
The pedestrian crossing seemed amazingly unimportant as a start line to
circumnavigation. There was no signage or o cial start line like I had always imagined,
was simply the line pedestrians had to stay within when crossing the street. A bus blocked th
road within the rst 20 meters, and I glanced back to wave again. As I bumped my wa
slowly down the cobbled street and out of sight, I smiled and nodded to my motorbike escor
Here goes …

Forti ed by my espresso and Coke at the café in Bourget, I was on my way again. The su
shone into the early afternoon on the undulating roads north to Belgium, through quain
sleepy villages, thick woodlands, and elds of sun owers basking in the warm August sun
These scenes did everything to lift my spirits. My thoughts drifted in and out of the present a
I started to settle into the bike.
After stopping brie y in Senlis, I cycled on, past a fairytale little château and at elds o
maize with long groves of shady sycamores, then on through Mont L’Avoque and Complegn
Sandy-colored elds broke the maize monopoly, along with areas of lettuce. After th
picturesque village of Yvillers the road wound downhill to Verberie, where I met the ca
again. It was a Sunday at the start of August, so every café and shop had a VACANCIES ICI sign i
its window.
It was important to me that I rode unsupported, carrying all my own kit, but Mum wante
to road-trip the rst few days to make sure I was happy with all my kit, and I was glad fo
the company while I settled in. Considering our limited options, for lunch we sat on th
pavement outside a Turkish café to a grand picnic that featured vast amounts of pizza an

quiche—the kind of carbs I would need daily for this race. All the urgency of the day’s targe
was put aside for over an hour as we chatted and ate. The tensions and mania of the mornin
lifted and a brilliant mood set in for the afternoon. I did not care about the delay. This tim
with family seemed important before I headed o on my own, and moreover, I still fe
weak. I needed to ride carefully for the rst week to get into a sustainable pattern and no
burn out and injure. My greatest fear was a repetitive strain injury like tendonitis in the r
weeks.
This break and refuel gave me a refreshed energy for the afternoon and rekindled m
competitive spirit. By midafternoon I was suddenly nding the initial joy of company testin
A number of towns we passed through seemed to cause confusion, and rather than gure ou
my own way through, multiple phone calls were required to make sure everyone got throug
together. Compiègne, a larger town with Tudor-style houses, proved our greatest challenge.
By 5:20 I had made it to Saint Quentin. Every instinct urged me to go farther—there wa
daylight, time, and, most importantly, I hadn’t yet done 100 miles, my daily target—but
was nished. There was no other town within easy reach and I wasn’t going to camp whi
Mum was still with me. I might as well get a good recovery night and massage.
I have rarely been in such a state. My fatigue manifested itself in frustration and a sho
temper. As we sat in the town square, which had been turned into a huge arti cial beach
eating dinner, I sat quiet and subdued as Mum and Heather tried to stay conversational. Bac
at the hotel I fell asleep immediately.
After a good eight hours’ sleep I rolled out for day 2. This was it, the pattern was set, I wa
o around the world. It was pouring rain but I didn’t care. This was exactly where I wante
to be.

2

I would not go as far as blaming or thanking my unusual start in life for everything out of th
ordinary that has happened since. Born a slightly monstrous and hairy 10.9lb on New Year
Day 1983, my only complaint was that it happened in Swindon General Hospital, which
now a block of ats. I have nothing against Swindon, but having lived 99 percent of my lif
in Scotland I have always considered “Place of Birth” to be somewhat of a scar on m
passport. It seems like an unnecessary entry in terms of personal details, and misleading i
terms of identity.
You don’t tend to question things to which you know no alternative, and thus, while I ha
a very happy and “normal” childhood, I now know that in the company of a psychologist
could easily blame it for everything which has happened since. Heather, my sister, who
eighteen months my senior, had already started at a traditional primary school in Kilmacolm
near Glasgow, when my parents decided to set up farm on their own after managing other
This move took us to Perthshire, in the foothills of the Highlands, and the fairly remot
valley of Glen Ardle, about 70 miles north of Edinburgh. Hannah, my little sister by tw
years, and I never even started primary school. This decision typi es Mum’s outlook as a
entrepreneur and freethinker, which undoubtedly helped shape how my sisters and I are.
At the age of ve I was entirely oblivious to Mum’s reasons for deciding that school wa
not for us. She had seen how it was changing and dampening Heather’s spirit, so without an
formal training she decided to home-school us all. It is often hard to separate what yo
remember from what you have been told in stories countless times, or what you’ve made u
from looking at old photos, but I do have many fond early memories of “school” on the farm
It was great fun. It was not until I went to school at the age of ten that I noticed what little
might have missed out on—perhaps a few social norms. Life in overalls and Wellington boo
was a constant adventure: riding as soon as I could walk, skiing shortly after, and helping (o
hindering) farm work for as long as I can remember.
Crowhill Farm is a hilly 80-acre smallholding reached by a mile-long dirt track. It sits on
hillside below a large forest that hosts a labyrinth of dirt tracks, which annually used to b
turned into a circuit for the Scottish RAC rally. It was therefore a haven for any child to gro
up in. I bought my rst farm car when I was twelve years old. By the time I left, age
seventeen, I knew every mile of those tracks from horse riding, cycling, walking, and drivin
my cars and motorbike.
Dad was not from farming stock, so to speak, so his decision to start his own farm wa
bold. But it was Mum who was always the source of real direction in the family. Their dream
was an organic farm. This was a good fteen years before such things were fashionable, le
alone pro table, and certainly not on this scale. They built a goat dairy with sixty anima
and bought hundreds of free-range hens. The eight small, hilly elds that stretched out belo
the house down the valley side to the river held sheep and cattle. Mum’s passion was alway
the horses, and when I was young there were often new foals around and new ponies comin
and going. At one point we had thirteen horses and ponies, each with their own story; the
became part of the family. A good example of why we ended up with so many is the case o
Smokey and Laddie, two scrawny, eabitten New Forest ponies. These once wild ponies wer

at the markets being sold for dog meat when Mum stepped in.
I cannot remember a lot of structure to my early schooling, but I can remember sittin
around the kitchen table studying, and being visited occasionally by the local educatio
authorities. Apart from the normal curriculum, we were also taught cooking, gardening, an
Italian. Every Saturday morning I also went to an art class, and I learned to play the cell
from an early age. We were fairly free to do what we wanted. We probably didn’t have man
friends, but we had each other, and you don’t miss what you don’t know. Despite this quie
upbringing I was never shy. Mum remembers how I enjoyed being onstage in poetry an
music festivals all over Scotland when I was as young as eight.
My very rst memory is of skiing in Switzerland, at the age of four—the only famil
holiday we were ever taken on. All subsequent early memories are of being on the farm.
was once the proud leader of the FAF (Family Army Force), which was how my sisters and
organized our daily adventures for a number of years. These are too varied to mention bu
included a number of dens and rope swings, shing trips with onion bags, and many campin
expeditions with some very old canvas tents.
Our most ambitious venture was instigated, I think, by Heather, my second in command
The SAS Survival Guide, which doubled up as the FAF guidebook, gave us the idea of makin
our own clothes out of rabbit skins, and this meant setting lots of fence-line snares. This is
cruel way of catching animals and not to be promoted, and I have a feeling this might b
publicly frowned on as a childhood pastime now, but while being ultimately fruitless, it wa
amazing fun and very memorable. (Before the animal activists stop reading, it is wort
pointing out that we were not hunting for the sport as I don’t think we were old enough fo
that to appeal to us. We were simply exploring and learning about our world, and our worl
was the farm.) After the snares were set we then had to check them regularly, which mean
walking a couple of miles. Unfortunately the shift pattern for this quickly fell apart, as it wa
mostly fruitless and therefore boring. It didn’t help that Hannah, my younger sister, woul
not do it on her own. At the time Heather and I frowned on this seeming weakness in th
ranks, but in retrospect, she was only seven years old.
Eventually we got ourselves four rabbits. (I can only remember snaring two rabbits, whic
means that Dad might well have shot the others, though our hunting pride would not hav
allowed us to admit that at the time.) It wasn’t enough to make three sets of clothes, or eve
one child-size coat, but there was ample for a pair of size 4 shoes.
We soon discovered that curing rabbit skins is not easy. After borrowing a kitchen knif
and skinning them, we sat in the driveway and dissected them—a process that took ages as
was also a biology lesson. Then we got an old sheet of plywood to stretch the skins on, fu
side down, tacked out with nails. The youngest troop was then sent to nd a hand-sized, a
sided piece of slate to scrape the hide, before being sent back to the kitchen to ask Mum fo
some table salt, which was rubbed into the hide. This was repeated regularly to stretch th
hide and keep it supple. We then sketched the designs of the cuts we needed for when th
hide was ready to stitch.
But then for some reason the project was shelved. Quite literally, we shelved the skins, o
the sheet of plywood in the false ceiling in the goat parlor. Out of sight and out of mind, the
stayed there for the next ten years until the steadings were sold to be converted into
country mansion. I wish I’d been there to see the workmen’s faces when they found ou

rabbit skins.
When I did start going to school, I attended a fantastic place called Edradour which had
system all of its own and retained a lot of the freedoms of home-schooling. It was during th
few terms I was there that I rst had ambitions on the bike. One day I announced to Mum
that I was going to cycle to school, and I did. It was 18 miles over moorlands and a hilly pa
—a fair marathon, especially as I had never even cycled off the farm before.
In stark contrast to Edradour I was sent to my local primary school for the last term befor
secondary school to help ease the transition. I learned almost nothing as I was bullied an
found the classes boring. When I then turned up on my rst day in a school of 1,300 pupils i
the middle of a city I inevitably got gently bullied for a couple more years, until I learned th
ropes. But school is a cruel place. Even once you have changed, your reputation goes befor
you. It is almost impossible to move on from that initial stereotype.
At that time, to be a cool kid at Dundee High School you had to be good at rugby. In a
those years of persevering I don’t think I ever scored a try. I wasn’t any better at playgroun
football. A Chinese kid called Hunter and I were always picked last. Everyone else ha
played football and rugby by the time they were twelve, and because I was labeled a
terrible, I remained so.
But I loved sport, and my passion for skiing and cycling grew as I slowly gave up on schoo
sports. Our next-door neighbor was the head of ski patrol at Glenshee, the ski resort neare
my house, and on good snow days I would get a lift with him and spend my time skiing, ofte
on my own. Skiing was my rst sporting love. I went at every opportunity, bought th
magazines, watched the races, and talked about it with my friends all the time.
Cycling was di erent: I wasn’t, and never have been, obsessed by cycling. My rst prope
bike was a white Peugeot mountain bike, which I rode about for years on the farm tracks.
was eleven when I read an article in the local newspaper about a man who had just cycle
from Land’s End to John O’Groats. This inspired me, so I got the car road atlas out an
started planning. Mum, always keen not to dissuade enthusiasm, suggested that I try a shorte
cycle first, so we settled on a route across Scotland.
The summer before going to high school I cycled 145 miles from Dundee to Oban with
friend called Lachlann, and our dads. Mum and I spent days going door to door gettin
sponsorship, and we raised £2,000 for Save the Children and the International League for th
Protection of Horses (ILPH). This gave me a chance to meet the Princess Royal and get m
adventures in the local papers.
A few years later, during my second year at high school, I went back to Mum and Dad wit
the ambition still to do the End to End. We went through the same planning and fund-raisin
only on a bigger scale, and over thirteen days in my summer holidays I completed my r
solo, the 1,038 miles from John O’Groats to Land’s End. Mum and Dad drove the family ca
the whole way as support and the ride raised £3,000 for Calton Athletics (a dru
rehabilitation charity in Glasgow) and, again, the ILPH. This expedition a orded me my r
chance to speak on local radio and attend a number of events. The whole project wa
amazing fun; I enjoyed the planning and networking as much as the cycle. Within school th
achievement also created small ripples and gave me the buzz to do more.
However, around these cycling trips I didn’t cycle that much. I bought a road bike when
was fourteen with the intention of cycling more, but didn’t actually do that much. In my la

few years at school I followed the Tour de France a bit and saved up for a better bike, but
never actually joined a club or even looked into cycling in a race. In my last year at school
spent all my savings on an incredibly expensive model which I hardly ever rode. I eventuall
sold it during my second year of university to fund summer traveling around Canada with m
girlfriend.
In my last years of school, I decided I would go to Harvard. I haven’t a clue where this ide
came from. I had never been to Boston and they didn’t even o er the course I wanted, but
just liked the idea of it. So I studied for and took my SAT exams for entrance to America
universities and had my interview with a Harvard alumnus. It all went very well until it cam
down to the nances: it was going to cost $27,500 a year in tuition fees alone, before th
costs of ying there and living there. I’d gone to Dundee High School with the help of th
Assisted Places Scheme, so this kind of money just wasn’t possible.
In my excitement I had hardly bothered lling out UCAS forms as a backup. You are mean
to fill in four or five choices, but I had simply put Edinburgh and Glasgow. I had set my sigh
on being a civil engineer, and I was accepted on to the course at both universities, but then
had a last-minute change of heart. I’d decided to go to Glasgow University, for no real reason
so I picked up their prospectus to choose again, wishing I had done more sciences so that
could study medicine. I then discovered that if I was changing my subject I would have to g
through UCAS again the following year, which meant taking another year out. This wasn’t a
option, so Mum encouraged me to drive to Glasgow and speak in person to people in th
departments I was interested in.
I had no idea what I wanted to do, but I narrowed it down to law and economics, as
gured you could get a good job with either of those. I saw the law professor rst and h
wasn’t very friendly or encouraging. Slightly disheartened, I entered a building that looke
like it had been designed by a toddler, the Adam Smith Building of Social Sciences, to meet
very excited economics professor who took one look at my grades and after a ve-minut
chat accepted me into the program. That sorted, I went off to Europe and forgot all about it.
I spent my gap year in France and Italy, and it was the most important year for learning o
my life. I left school with the ambition of being a ski instructor and headed o to the Tigne
glacier in France to improve my skiing. It was a good thing that I went on to pass the exam a
I had already secured a job in the Aosta Valley, in northwest Italy, as an instructor for th
season. It was the perfect opportunity to shake o the last of school’s insecurities, fo
teaching is the best way to become a better communicator. I had the most amazing twenty
two weeks there.
After coming home, within weeks I was bored of the bar job in a club I’d secured an
started looking at another adventure before university started. Within a week of nding a jo
on the internet I was on a farm just north of Toulouse driving tractors, building poly-tunnel
and planting owers. There were a number of local workers there and I was the only Britis
worker, apart from the owner, who spoke any French, so I found myself in charge of projec
and organizing the other laborers. It was a superb summer, and by the time I turned up a
Glasgow University I could hardly remember what I was studying.
I quickly shaved o the Mohican I had grown and was dropped at the student halls to b
met by a wrestling-mad American and a rugby-mad Scotsman. Brendan, the American, was t
become one of my best friends, and a at mate throughout my university days. Ross, too

remains a good friend.
Around the ski season and farm job I had managed to t in another big cycle, my longe
yet. Mum found a lea et about a group who were planning to cycle the 1,334 miles from
Sicily to Innsbruck, up the spine of Italy in the footsteps of Second World War Allied troop
in aid of Erskine Hospital. It was the perfect summer adventure, and as a group, the perfe
introduction to cycling abroad. Or so I thought. The expedition was a success in that betwee
us we raised £50,000, and we did make it in the end, but halfway up Italy some of the grou
fell out and two groups ended up making their own way north. As the youngest team membe
I sat quietly through most of the fallout, but at the same time learned a huge amount abou
logistical planning and teamwork that would come in very useful later.
My four years at university were fantastic, though I did spend most of my time involved i
anything but my subject. I wasn’t a bad student and went to almost all my lectures, but
found I couldn’t focus for an hour. My nal degree was economics and politics, simpl
because I thought that economics should get me a job while politics interested me. For m
rst years at university I was planning to go into nance afterward. I had no idea what th
meant but I was motivated by the money and thought it would buy me the lifestyle
dreamed of.
I was given the opportunity to go to Boston, where I had wanted to study, but this time t
do an internship with Liberty Mutual, a Fortune 500 insurance company. For two months
worked in corporate employment, which had absolutely nothing to do with what I wanted t
do. It did, however, bring me some amazing opportunities, like ying across the States in th
private company jet, and going to see the New England Patriots in the corporate box. Th
most valuable thing I took from that summer was a single conversation I had with a ma
called Gene Harris. Gene wasn’t my direct boss but worked in the department, and he too
me to the football game. He told me about how he had traveled and seen so much afte
university before starting his current career in his late twenties.
I looked at some of my fellow interns, living the Ivy League dream the way I had wante
to, spending every university holiday working for the company that would then hire them
They were scarily bright and hardworking but dull as dishwater, and with almost no worldl
experience. My perspective on what was important in terms of a career changed tha
summer. I knew then that I wasn’t going to race into the City and try to do what ou
institutionalized world expects of young people. I wanted to make my own path to success.

I can’t remember when the idea rst occurred to cycle around the world, but it was at som
point that autumn, during my third year at university. I had become ski race captain, an
then in my third year vice president of the ski club. At the same time I also became involve
in the overall Sports Association as treasurer. The planning, nancing, and networking wer
exactly what I enjoyed, and I learned a lot. The top of the pile was the sabbatical role o
president, and I set my sights on this. The election for the post is a public student vote, an
the 2005 GUSA presidential election between Farmer and Monty (me) produced the large
turnout for years. I lost, and was absolutely gutted. It hadn’t even crossed my mind that
wouldn’t win, and it ruined all my plans. My presidential year would also have been the yea
of training and preparation for cycling around the world.
When I graduated in 2006 I realized that I still needed a year of planning, but I was startin

from almost nothing. I hadn’t cycled seriously in years and had fairly serious student deb
and no sponsors. I also needed to make sure I could actually do the cycling. My greate
concern was not the physical side of things but the time I would have to spend alon
Therefore, to prove something to myself and to have something to take to sponsors, I se
myself a training cycle.
I got a cheap ight to Oslo in early August and headed north. I had no set route, no igh
home; I was simply planning to try to cycle as far and as fast as I could for a month. By th
time I reached Trondheim after four days my back wheel was broken and I had to bu
panniers for the front of the bike for the rst time. I was on the old mountain bike I ha
ridden around university for years, and I suddenly realized that I actually knew very litt
about touring. I hadn’t even used a camp stove before.
Not only was the bike breaking, but I also had tendonitis in the left ankle. I can remembe
phoning home after a couple of days and having a long conversation about the realities of m
plans. I explained that I was going to send half of my kit home because the bike was to
heavy, and that I had to start thinking about the cycle differently. I couldn’t try to race all th
time because it was breaking me physically and wasn’t enjoyable. I had to enjoy the journe
and just try to stay on the bike for long hours to get the big miles.
Bike xed, I headed north, up the fjords to Bodo and then over to the Lofoten Isles and u
to Narvik, 300 miles north of the Arctic Circle. I purposefully wanted to nd the emptie
place possible so that I could see if I enjoyed being alone for long periods. From there I cu
through the most northerly road in Sweden and then south through the thousand lakes i
Finland. By this time the tendonitis in the left ankle was very bad, and I also had it behin
the right knee, which squeaked like blocks of polystirene when I walked and was incredibl
painful—but I could cycle.
In Helsinki I set my sights on Warsaw, and Mum booked my ight home from there
Through Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania my body got worse and worse. I don’t think I coul
have kept going another week, but I loved it. The sense of freedom, the daily adventures, an
the things I saw dispelled any doubt. I would have to put in a lot of training, but I could rac
around the world. In thirty-one days I had cycled 2,700 miles.
I returned home on a high—and came straight back down to earth. Phil, a at mate from
university, had decided to do a master’s at Edinburgh and I decided to get a at with him
again (it would have been di cult to stay in Glasgow and give up the student lifestyle). Ou
rst night there we went to our new local in Broughton, and after Phil bought the rst roun
I went to buy him a pint back and was left with two pence in my wallet. I was on m
overdraft limit at £2,000 under and had two credit cards in debt. I hated asking, but Mum
and Dad had to help me out until I found work. I was completely broke.
Then, that same week, I went back to Glasgow to see my girlfriend of four years an
discovered that the relationship was over. To start with I assumed it was a short break, but a
the weeks went on I never heard from her. It was a tough period of insecurity and doubt.
felt I couldn’t show doubt in my plan to others in case they started doubting me, but
couldn’t shake the feeling that if I had just got a job like everyone else and stayed i
Glasgow, then my life would have been very different.
The dream was still on, though. While still at university I’d realized that if I only had on
chance to have this adventure then it should be as big as possible, so right from the r

brainstorms I was set on cycling around the world. I researched what had been done befor
and got in touch to nd out what the world record was. I was amazed to discover how man
people had cycled around the world by di erent routes and distances. But only a few ha
ever gone for the Fastest True Circumnavigation of the Globe by Bicycle. An Englishma
called Steve Strange held the record, at 276 days. His website showed an incredible worl
tour and told of how he had cycled 65 miles a day on average for over nine months.
From my experience, admittedly only on the good roads of Europe, I thought that this wa
very beatable. I speculated that with the right training I would be able to cycle 100 miles
day sustainably. This was hugely naive—I had no idea of the roads, weather, politic
situations, or other possible delays—nevertheless it was how I set my target. To get th
Guinness World Record I would have to cycle 18,000 miles, start and finish in the same plac
go in one direction, and pass through two points on opposite sides of the world, among othe
criteria. Eighteen thousand divided by a hundred gave a gure of 180 days, and I then adde
a day o every fortnight to allow for delays with transfers, rest periods, illness, and anythin
else unexpected. Therefore, long before I had researched how or proved that I could actuall
do this, my target was to cycle around the world in 195 days.
To give myself an extra margin of error my sponsorship proposal, a two-page introductor
document, had as its title “Around the World in 210 Days.” When you have never ridden
race in your life, have never cycled more than 2,700 miles, and have never cycled 100 mile
a day for a week, let alone half a year, claiming I could break a world record by two month
was a hard sell. It took eight months to get my rst capital sponsor, and that was only £50
of the £25,000 initial capital I needed. It was just enough to allow me to give up the day job
had for one month. For three months I had opened the mail, photocopied and led papers fo
an engineering rm. The only good part of this was that it was 7 miles from my at, so
good distance to run to and from as part of my training, which I was struggling to t aroun
the day job and the night job: planning a major expedition.
To go from punter to pro in one year was the goal, and along with securing sponsors an
media interest in the absence of a strong track record on my part, to do that I needed to pu
some science behind the ambition. I got in touch with the sports science faculty at m
university. Dr. Niall MacFarlane and his team of technicians were more than happy to put m
through my paces and I completed a range of lab tests to nd out my critical power outpu
the most e cient cycling position, cadence (pedal strokes per minute), heart-rate range, an
aspects of diet.
I had sold my good race bike during university when I had no money for half of what
was worth and now had only an old mountain bike, which had been worth a couple o
hundred pounds when new. Scouting the local pages, I found an old Fausto Coppi for sale i
Greenock, just outside Glasgow, for £250. It was at least ve years old and not nearly a
good as what I had sold, but it had a strong aluminum frame and, while being slightly smal
was good enough to get going. This was the bike I would ride every mile of my training fo
the next year and a half.
Once back from Warsaw in September 2006, I had to work until March 2007, when I foun
my rst sponsor. Time was therefore pretty short to train and I ended up doing far mor
running than cycling as it was always dark when I could get out. From February until July
when the training increased substantially, I would get up and train all morning, and the
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